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Delay-Privacy Tradeoff in the Design of Scheduling Policies Sachin Kadloor and Negar Kiyavash



Abstract— Traditionally, scheduling policies have been optimized to perform well on metrics, such as throughput, delay, and fairness. In the context of shared event schedulers, where a common processor is shared among multiple users, one also has to consider the privacy offered by the scheduling policy. The privacy offered by a scheduling policy measures how much information about the usage pattern of one user of the system can be learned by another as a consequence of sharing the scheduler. We introduced an estimation error-based metric to quantify this privacy. We showed that the most commonly deployed scheduling policy, the first-come-first-served offers very little privacy to its users. We also proposed a parametric nonwork conserving policy, which traded off delay for improved privacy. In this paper, we ask the question, is a tradeoff between delay and privacy fundamental to the design to scheduling policies? In particular, is there a work conserving, possibly randomized, and scheduling policy that scores high on the privacy metric? Answering the first question, we show that there does exist a fundamental limit on the privacy performance of a work-conserving scheduling policy. We quantify this limit. Furthermore, answering the second question, we demonstrate that the round-robin scheduling policy (deterministic policy) is privacy optimal within the class of work-conserving policies.



I. I NTRODUCTION



I



N MULTI-TASKING systems where a finite resource is to be shared, a scheduler dictates how the resource is divided among competing processes. Examples of such systems include, a computer where the CPU needs to be shared between the different threads running, a cloud computing infrastructure with shared computing resources, a network router serving packets from different streams etc.. Some of the commonly used policies in schedulers are first-come-firstserved (FCFS), round-robin (RR), shortest-job-first (SJF), and other priority based policies. Performance of a scheduler Manuscript received February 28, 2014; revised September 25, 2014; accepted February 1, 2015. Date of publication February 24, 2015; date of current version April 17, 2015. This work was supported in part by the Center for Hierarchical Manufacturing, National Science Foundation under Grant FA 9550-10-1-0345, in part by the Research Project under Grant FA 9550-11-1-0016 and Grant FA 9550-10-1-0573, and in part by the 727 AF Sub under Grant TX 0200-07UI. This paper was presented at the 2013 International Conference on Computer Communications. S. Kadloor is with the Coordinated Science Laboratory, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, Champaign, IL 61820 USA. N. Kiyavash is with the Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering, Coordinated Science Laboratory, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Champaign, IL 61820 USA (e-mail: [email protected]). Communicated by V. Borkar, Associate Editor for Communication Networks. Color versions of one or more of the figures in this paper are available online at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org. Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TIT.2015.2406317



Fig. 1. An event/packet scheduler being exploited by a malicious user to infer the arrival pattern of the other user.



is measured in one of several metrics including, throughput (number of job completions per unit time), average delay (the difference between the job completion time and the job arrival time), fairness (a metric to measure if the resource is being distributed equally/fairly between the processes), etc.. A scheduler often has to make a calculated trade-off among these conflicting metrics. We consider the scenario when a scheduler is serving jobs from two users, where one of them is an innocuous user and other a malicious one. The malicious user, Bob, wishes to learn the pattern of jobs sent by the innocuous user, Alice. Bob exploits the fact that when the processor is busy serving jobs from Alice, his own jobs experience a delay. As shown in Figure 1, Bob computes the delays experienced by his jobs and uses these delays to learn the times when Alice tried to access the processor, and possibly the sizes of jobs scheduled. Learning this traffic pattern from Alice can aid Bob in carrying out traffic analysis attacks. The scheduling system thus incidentally creates a timing-based side channel that can be exploited by a malicious user. In [2], the authors consider the scenario where a client is connected to a rogue website using a TOR network, which is designed to protect the identity of the users. The website modulates the traffic sent to the client. The website can then try to simultaneously send data through each of the TOR nodes and measure the delay incurred. By correlating this delay with the traffic it sent to the client, the website can obtain its identity, thus defeating the purpose of TOR. While that attack is no longer viable [3], the reason is that there are many more TOR nodes now than there were when [2] was published, and not because the timing based side channel has been eliminated. In [4], Gong et al. exploit the side channel in a DSL router to infer the website being visited by the victim. A similar side channel exists within Amazon’s EC2 cloud computing service, which is exploited in [5]. In the area of timing side channels, a large body of literature exists on the anonymity analysis of Chaum mixes; refer to [6] and [7]. Alice and Oscar issue
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packets to a Chaum mix. The mix buffers these packets and releases them later on. Bob observes the input and the output streams. His task is to guess whether an output packet was sent by Alice or Oscar, and it is the mix’s job to obfuscate him. Subject to a delay constraint at the mix, Venkitasubramaniam and Anantharam in [6] compute upper and lower bounds to the anonymity provided by this system. In [7], Ghaderi and Srikant consider the same problem, but when the output link has a finite capacity. The countermeasures against side channel leakage fall into the following categories: 1) System Specific: The most common mitigation technique against cryptographic side channels is blinding [8], [9]: If x is the input to the crypto system which then returns f (x), the input is first transformed to E(x), and the crypto system then returns f (E(x)), which is then used to obtain f (x). The function E(·) is randomized making recovery of x difficult. In the context of language-based security, Agat [10] introduces a program transformation to remove timing side channels from programs written in a sequential imperative programming language. The NRL Pump is proposed for mitigating timing channels that arise in multilevel security systems (MLS) when a high-confidentiality process can communicate through acknowledgments it sends to a low-confidentiality process [11]. 2) Demand Independent Resource Allocation: As suggested in [12]–[15], if the shared resource is statically allocated to various users of the system, then there is no side channel. However, this solution often leads to a loss in performance. Also, in applications like cloud-based shared computing infrastructure, the revenue model assumes dynamic sharing of resources. 3) Randomization: In certain scenarios, the manner in which the system allocates resources can be randomized to obfuscate an attacker [12], [16]. In the network pump [11], the pump adds a random delay to the acknowledgments it sends to the low process. 4) Pre-Emption: By pre-emption, we mean suspension of processing of a job which can later be resumed. This can be used to hide from the attacker, the true size of the job being processed. This idea is used in [17] to obfuscate an attacker observing the size and timing of packets flowing through the network. In Section II we discuss the system model we consider. It will be clear that these techniques lead to solutions which are clearly sub-optimal (i.e. one can design policies which add fewer delay) or are not applicable at all. In this paper, we study a generic shared scheduler shown in Figure 1. For such systems, in order to minimize the information leakage, one has to design ‘privacy preserving’ scheduling policies. Information leakage occurs as a result of high correlations between the arrivals of one user and the waiting times of the other, FCFS is an example of a bad policy in this respect, [1]. An example of a good privacy preserving scheduling policy is the time division multiple access (TDMA), where a user is assigned a fixed service time regardless of whether he has any jobs that need to be processed



or not. As expected, the waiting times of jobs issued by one are independent of the others’ arrivals, and consequently, the policy leaks no information. However, TDMA is a highly inefficient policy in terms of throughput and delay, especially when the traffic is varying. It is especially inefficient when the number of users using the scheduler is large [1]. FCFS and TDMA represent two extremes of the trade-off between the information leakage and efficiency (in terms of delay or throughput). Scheduling policies in which the server never idles as long as there is an unserved job in the system are said to be work-conserving or non-idling. Examples of work-conserving policies include FCFS and round-robin (RR). On the other hand, scheduling policies in which the server is allowed to stay idle even when there are unserved jobs in the system are said to be non-work-conserving or idling policies. Both the TDMA and the accumulate and serve policies (derived in [1]), that offer a guaranteed privacy, are non-work-conserving. Is delay an inevitable price that needs to be paid for guaranteed privacy? Instead, could the scheduler use a private source of randomness to thwart the attacker? When all the jobs are of the same size, it can be shown that all work-conserving non-preemptive1 policies incur the same average delay. Also, policies that idle incur a delay which is strictly greater than that incurred by a work-conserving policy. Work-conserving policies therefore represent a class of throughput and delay-optimal scheduling policies. In this paper, we address the question: How does the most secure work-conserving scheduling policy stack up against TDMA on the privacy metric? A. Outline of the Paper In Section II, we formally introduce a system model, and the metric of performance that we use to compare the privacy of different scheduling policies. In Section II-A, we quantify the highest degree of privacy that any scheduling policy can guarantee (work-conserving, or otherwise), and demonstrate that TDMA provides the highest privacy. The privacy performance of TDMA is used to benchmark all other scheduling policies. Next, we turn our attention to the class of workconserving policies. We consider a fictitious policy that knows the identity of the attacker, and gives priority to jobs issued by him. In Theorem 1, we prove that such a policy is a privacy-optimal scheduling policy within this class. We show that any attack that can be carried out against this policy can suitably be modified and carried out against any other workconserving scheduling policy as well, incurring the same error for the attacker. This fact is used to bound the privacy offered by any work-conserving scheduling policy. In Section III-A, we discuss an attack against this policy. The resulting error c,λ,non−feedback,upper, , serves as an upper incurred, denoted by EPriority bound on the privacy performance of all work-conserving policies, and in particular, the privacy offered by round-robin, c,λ . In Section IV, we consider the privacy denoted by ERR 1 Non-preemptive policies are those in which the processing of a job is never interrupted once it starts getting served. Throughout this paper, we will only consider non-preemptive policies.
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performance of the round-robin policy and construct a lower c,λ,lower . It is then argued that a bound to it, denoted by EPriority parameter of the attack,  can be chosen suitably so that c,λ,non−feedback,upper, c,λ , EPriority , matches the the upper bound on ERR c,λ,lower , exactly, thus proving the optimality lower bound, EPriority of the round-robin policy on the privacy metric. Computing c,λ in closed form is not straightforward. In Section V, ERR c,λ to a combinatorial counting we relate the computation of ERR problem which can then be solved numerically. As shown in Figure 8, there is a large gap between the privacy offered by round-robin and that by TDMA. Therefore, if the delay offered by a scheduling policy is of a higher importance than the privacy offered by it, i.e., if one is looking for a secure policy within the class of work-conserving policies, then the round-robin policy is a good candidate. Otherwise, if the privacy offered by a scheduler is of a higher importance, one has to pay the price of increased delay. Finally, in Section VI-A, we discuss the implications of our work. This work builds on our earlier work [1], wherein, we develop a formal framework to study the information leakage in shared schedulers. In that work, it was shown that the FCFS (a work-conserving policy) scheduling policy leaks significant timing information, while TDMA (an idling policy) leaks the least. We also proposed and analyzed a provably secure scheduling policy, called accumulate-and-serve, another idling policy, which traded off delay for improved privacy. In this work, we ask the question, is there a work-conserving scheduling policy that fares high on the privacy metric?



where l(·, ·) is a non-negative loss function and gkN (t1n , s1n , t 1n ) is Bob’s estimate of X k . The privacy is measured in terms of the long run loss incurred by the attacker, Bob, when he uses his observations to estimate the arrival pattern of Alice. Bob is free to decide the number of jobs he issues, times when he issues them and their sizes, subject to a maximum rate constraint, and he optimally estimates Alice’s arrival pattern. We will consider two types of loss functions, 1) Loss incurred when estimating Alice’s arrivals with a real number. l : Z × R → R+ , where Z is the set of integers and R is the set of real numbers. Examples of such loss functions include: • The squared difference function, l(x, y) = (x − y)2 . If a random variable X is to be estimated, and a correlated random variable Y is observed, then it is well known in estimation theory that   arg min E (X − g(Y ))2 = E[X|Y ], g(Y )



•



II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND D EFINITIONS Alice issues unit sized jobs to the scheduler according to a Poisson process of rate λ. The total number of jobs issued by Alice until time u is given by AA (u). The malicious user, Bob, also referred to as the attacker, issues his jobs at . times t1n = {t1 , t2 , . . . , tn }, and is free to choose their sizes, . s1n = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sn }, as well. Please note that the attacker can make use of all the information available to him to decide   . when to issue his next job and its size. Let t1n = {t1 , t2 , . . . , tn } be the departure times of these jobs. Bob makes use of the  observations available to him, the set {t1n , s1n , t1n } and the knowledge of the scheduling policy used in estimating Alice’s arrival pattern. The arrival pattern of Alice is the sequence {X k }k=1,2,...,N , where X k = AA (kc) − AA ((k − 1)c), is the number of jobs issued by Alice in the interval ((k − 1)c, kc], referred to as the k t h clock period of duration c. Nc is the time horizon over which the attacker is interested in learning Alice’s arrival pattern. The parameter c determines the resolution at which the attacker is interested in learning AA (u). The privacy offered by the scheduling system can be measured in a multitude of ways. We consider the following definition of privacy. c,λ,l(·,·) PScheduling



policy



= lim



N→∞



min



n  si i=1 n n n,t1 ,s1 : Nc






N    1  n min E l X k , gkN (t1n , s1n , t 1 ) , N N k=1 gk (·) (1)
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and  the resulting error is the MMSE given by E (X − E[X|Y ])2 . Zero-one loss function, l(x, y) = I(x = y), where I(·) is the indicator function which is equal to one if the argument is true. If X and Y are correlated random variables and X is to be estimated by observing Y , then arg min g(Y ) E[I(X = g(Y ))] = arg max P X |Y (X|Y ) and arg ming(Y ) E[I(X =  g(Y ))] = 1 − E max P X |Y (X|Y ) . This loss function is well suited for classification problems. Huber loss function is defined as ⎧1 ⎨ (x − y)2 lθ (x, y) = 2 ⎩ θ (|x − y| − θ )



if |x − y| ≤ θ otherwise.



For large θ the Huber loss function mimics the squared error, and for smaller values of θ it mimics the absolute loss function. 2) Loss incurred when the attacker’s observations are used to infer a distribution on Alice’s arrivals. l : Z × P(Z + ) → R+ , where P(Z + ) is the set of probability mass functions over the set of non-negative integers. One such function is: • The log-loss function, l(x, P y ) = − log P y (x). Suppose X and Y are correlated random variables and X is to be estimated based  on the observa tion of Y , then arg ming(Y ) E − log Pg(Y ) (X) = P X |Y (X|Y ) and the resulting loss is given by E − log(P X |Y (X|Y ) = H (X|Y ), the conditional entropy of X given Y , also known as equivocation. Surprisingly, most of the results derived next are independent of the choice of the loss function. To keep things concrete, we will discuss all our results by fixing the loss function to the squared loss function, l(x, y) = (x −y)2 . In Section VII-A, we prove that all the results derived henceforth are applicable for general loss functions as well. The estimation error based
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metric is given by.



be stable if the number of unserved jobs in the system does not blow to infinity. However, if the scheduler instead used a work-conserving policy, the system would be stable as long as the sum of the rates at which the two users issued their jobs is less than 1. Also, unless the arrivals are periodic, TDMA incurs large delays. In the subsequent section, we identify the most secure work-conserving scheduling policy and characterize its privacy.



c,λ lim EScheduling policy = N→∞



1 N



N 



min



n  si i=1 n n n,t1 ,s1 : Nc






 2    E X k −E X k |t1n , t1n , s1n ,



(2)



k=1



where the expectation is taken over the joint distribution of the arrival times of Alice’s jobs, the arrival times and sizes of jobs from Bob and his departure times. This joint distribution is in turn dependent on the scheduling policy used, which is known to the attacker, Bob. Finally, the attacker is assumed to know the statistical description of Alice’s arrival process, and n  si /Nc, the average rate at which to he is allowed to pick i=1



issue jobs, to be any value that is less than 1 −λ, so as to keep the system stable. A scheduling policy is said to preserve the privacy of its users if the resulting estimation error is high. In this work, we consider a strong attacker scenario. Like mentioned before, he is assumed to know the statistics of Alice’s arrivals. Also, we consider the case when there are only two users of the system, the innocuous user and the attacker. From a privacy perspective, the two user scenario is the worst case. It is true that if there are more users of the system, the attacker can only learn about the cumulative arrival pattern from all the users. However, as the authors in [5] state, in such shared systems, the attacker typically waits for a time when he can be assured that the victim is the only other user of the scheduling system and launches an attack then. A policy that fares well on the privacy metric in the two user scenario is also guaranteed to perform well in the multiple user scenario. Note that we allow the attacker to choose the size of the jobs that he issues. This is in contrast to our previous work, [1], where he could only issue jobs of size one. The results derived in this work are therefore stronger in the sense that a policy that is secure on this metric is also provably secure on the earlier metric. A. Maximum Estimation Error of the Attacker With the privacy metric defined in (2), it is easy to quantify the maximum estimation error any rational attacker would incur, as shown in [1, Th. 4.1]. By ignoring all the observations  available to him, viz., {t1n , s1n , t1n }, and estimating X k using its statistical mean, λc, alone, the attacker incurs an error equal to c,λ . = λc. Hence, the variance of X k , which is defined to be EMax c,λ EMax serves as a benchmark against which other scheduling policies can be compared. Also, as shown in [1, Sec. IV], the time-division-multipleaccess (TDMA) scheduling policy achieves this bound. This is because, when TDMA scheduling policy is used, the departures of one user are completely independent of the arrivals from the other. Therefore, TDMA is a privacy optimal scheduling policy. However, because TDMA is non-workconserving, it loses out on performance based metrics such as throughput region and delay. In the two user scenario, the rate at which each user issues jobs needs to be less than 0.5 in order for the system to be stable. A system is said to



III. U PPER B OUND ON P RIVACY OF W ORK C ONSERVING P OLICIES In this section, we derive a bound on the privacy performance of any work-conserving policy. We do so by showing that if the scheduler were allowed to pick any work-conserving policy that served jobs from both Alice and the attacker, the best strategy for it is to pick the policy that gives priority to jobs from the attacker. Therefore, analyzing the performance of the priority policy serves as a bound on the performance of any other work-conserving scheduling policy. Although this policy is not implementable, because the scheduler would not know the identity of the attacker, analyzing the privacy performance of this fictitious policy gives a bound on the privacy performance of all work-conserving policies. Theorem 1: In the scenario that the attacker uses the knowledge of the departure times of his jobs, and the arrival rate of the victim to infer the victim’s arrival pattern, a scheduling policy that gives priority to jobs from the attacker is a privacy optimal scheduling policy within the class of non-idling policies. Mathematically, if WC is the class of all c,λ is the privacy provided work-conserving policies, and EPriority by the policy that gives priority to jobs from attacker, c,λ EPc,λ ≤ EPriority , ∀P ∈ WC.



(3)



c,λ,non−feedback Proof: Let EPriority be the estimation error incurred by the best attacker who is forced to pick the arrival times and sizes of his jobs ahead of the attack, i.e., ti, si are not allowed to be functions of AA , ∀i . By definition, c,λ,non−feedback c,λ EPriority ≥ EPriority . We prove the theorem by: •



bounding



c,λ,non−feedback EPriority



from



above



by



c,λ,non−feedback,upper, EPriority c,λ c,λ,lower • bounding EPriority from below by EPriority c,λ,non−feedback,upper, c,λ,lower = EPriority , • proving that lim →0 EPriority c,λ c,λ,non−feedback and thus establishing that EPriority = EPriority c,λ c,λ,non−feedback • proving that EP ≤ EPriority , and thus establishc,λ c,λ ing that EP ≤ EPriority.



We start the proof by introducting a few definitions. Consider the following attack on the priority policy that does not use feedback. The attacker issues one job every time unit, the size of all his jobs is fixed at  < 1, i.e., ti = i, si = , ∀i .  is a parameter of the attack whose value will be specified later. At the rate the attacker issues his jobs, the system can be shown to be stable when Alice’s arrival rate is less than 1/(1 + ) (approximately 1 −  for small ). A proof is presented in Appendix A.
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1 (u), as a function Fig. 2. The cumulative arrivals, AA (u), and departures, DA of time u. The upward pointing arrows denote the arrival times of jobs from Alice, and the gray regions signify the busy periods of this scheduler.



c,λ,non−feedback,upper,



Define EPriority as the estimation error incurred by this attacker when he uses the best estimate of Alice’s arrivals by observing the departure times of his jobs. Because this is one specific attack against the priority policy c,λ,non−feedback,upper, ≥ that doesn’t use feedback, we have EPriority c,λ,non−feedback EPriority . c,λ,lower , consider a work-conserving In order to introduce, EPriority scheduler where Alice is the only user of the system. The times when she issues her jobs is given by the cumulative arrival 1 (u) denote the process AA (u), where u indexes time. Let DA total amount of service received by Alice until time u in 1 represent the functions A (u), this system. Let AA and DA A 1 ∀u and DA (u), ∀u respectively, see Figure 2. Now, consider a priority scheduler that is used both by Alice and Bob, and suppose Alice’s arrivals are the same as in the earlier system. c,λ,lower to be the estimation error incurred by the Define EPriority 1 is given to best attacker against the priority policy when DA c,λ,lower c,λ . him as side information. By definition, EPriority ≤ EPriority c,λ,non−feedback,upper,



Lemma 1: lim→0 EPriority



c,λ,lower = EPriority .



The proof of Lemma 1 is fairly involved and is deferred c,λ,non−feedback,upper, to Section VI. We quantify EPriority and c,λ,lower in Sections III-A and III-B wherein we give an EPriority intuition as to why the two are equivalent. c,λ,non−feedback . Lemma 2: EPc,λ ≤ EPriority A proof is given in Appendix B. As a consequence of these two lemmas, Equation (3) holds. c,λ,non−feedback,upper,



A. Quantifying EPriority



Recall the attack on the priority policy is as follows. The attacker issues one job of size  every time unit. Without loss of generality, we will assume that at time 0 the system is completely empty, i.e., there are no outstanding jobs from any of the users. Note that, for some job k, if tk − tk = , i.e., if the k t h job goes into service immediately after it is issued, then it must be the case that the system was empty when the job was issued, at time tk . A busy period of the scheduling system is an interval when the processor is busy serving jobs of either of
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the users. The following lemma states that, through this attack, Bob learns the start and end times of all the busy periods. . Define r1L = {r1 , r2 , . . . , r L } to be the start times of the busy     . periods until time Nc, and let r1L = {r1 , r2 , . . . , r L } be the end times of these periods. Lemma 3: The start and end times of the busy periods  can be computed by the attacker. Formally, r1L and r1L are a deterministic function of the arrival and departure times,  t1n , and t1n . Lemma 4: Given the start and end times of the busy periods, the arrival and departure times of the attacker’s jobs  can be computed. Formally, t1n and t1n are a deterministic  function of r1L , r1L . Proof: The proofs of these two lemmas are given in appendices C and D respectively. As a consequence of Lemmas 3 and 4, we have     E[X k |t1n , t1n ] = E[X k |t1n , t1n , r1L , r1L ] = E[X k |r1L , r1L ]. Therefore, the estimation error incurred by the attacker is the estimation error incurred in estimating the arrival pattern knowing the start and end times of the busy periods. Notice that the results of Lemmas 3 and 4 hold true for all values of , the size of jobs issued by the attacker. c,λ,non−feedback,upper,



Denote by EPriority error incurred by the attacker, i.e.,



the resulting estimation



c,λ,non−feedback,upper,



EPriority 



 N 2   1   . E X k − E X k |r1L , r1L . = lim N→∞ N



(4)



k=1



We will defer the computation of the best estimate,  E[X k |r1L , r1L ], and the resulting estimation error, c,λ,non−feedback,upper, c,λ,non−feedback EPriority , to Section V. Since EPriority is the smallest error the attacker can incur among all the attacks c,λ,non−feedback,upper, that he can possibly launch, and EPriority is the error incurred by launching one specific attack, we have c,λ,non−feedback,upper, c,λ,non−feedback EPriority ≥ EPriority , ∀λ ≤ 1 − . When , the size of jobs issued by the attacker is close to 0, the information learnt through this attack is the start and end times of the busy periods if Alice were the only user of the scheduling system. c,λ,lower B. Quantifying EPriority 



Theorem 2: The estimate E[X k |t1n , s1n , t1n ] is an inferior 1 ]. Therefore, if the attacker estimate compared to E[X k |DA 1 , his own arrival is given the side information, function DA and departure times provide him no further information about Alice’s arrival pattern, and consequently can be discarded. We first prove the following two lemmas which form the basis of the proof of the theorem stated above. Lemma 5: The departure times of jobs issued by the  attacker, t1n, are a function of their arrival times, t1n, their n 1. sizes s1 , and DA Lemma 6: The arrival times t2n are a function of t1 , s1 , 1 . Also, t and s are independent of D 1 and X . and DA 1 1 k A Proof: The proofs of these lemmas are presented in Appendix E-A and E-B, respectively.
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Proof of Theorem 2: To prove the theorem, first note  1 ] is a superior estimate that the estimate E[X k |t1n , s1n , t1n , DA n n n of X k compared to E[X k |t1 , s1 , t1 ] (more information the attacker has, more accurate his estimation of Alice’s traffic pattern will be). As a result of Lemmas 5 and 6,  1 ] = E[X |t , s , D 1 ] = E[X |D 1 ]. E[X k |t1n , s1n , t1n , DA k 1 1 k A A As a consequence of Theorem 2, we have,



 2   ∀{t1n , s1n }, E X k − E[X k |t1n , s1n , t1n ]



 2  1 , (5) ≥ E X k − E[X k |DA ]



Fig. 3. Pictorial representation of the computation of the lower bound c,λ on ERR . Apart from the information available to him through his attack, the attacker is also given a side information (shown in dotted arrow) which is the cumulative departures if Alice was the only user of the scheduler.



c,λ c,λ,lower and therefore, EPriority ≥ EPriority , where, c,λ,lower EPriority 



 N 2  1  . 1 E X k − E[X k |DA ] . = lim N→∞ N



(6)



of the round-robin policy. From Theorem 3, we have the following set of inequalities: c,λ,non−feedback,upper,



EPriority



k=1



Note that this side information is exactly same as the information learnt by the attacker through the aforementioned attack when the size of jobs issued by him is close to 0. This c,λ,non−feedback,upper, = gives an intuition of why lim→0 EPriority c,λ,lower . A rigorous proof is given in Section VI. EPriority IV. P RIVACY P ERFORMANCE OF THE ROUND -ROBIN P OLICY The round-robin scheduling policy serves jobs from multiple users as follows. Suppose there are m users issuing jobs to the scheduler, indexed 1 through m. After completion of a job issued by user i , the scheduler works on a job from user i + 1, if present. If there are no jobs from user i + 1, the scheduler works on a job from user i + 2, and so on. This is known to be a ‘fair’ policy [18], and because it is non-idling, it is also throughput optimal. In this section, we will show that it is also optimal on the privacy metric within the class of work-conserving policies. We start by conc,λ , the estimation error incurred structing a lower bound to ERR by the strongest attacker against the round-robin policy. We do so by providing the attacker with a side information. Without this extra information, the attacker can only be worse off in his estimation. c,λ 1) A Lower Bound on ERR : Theorem 3: c,λ,lower c,λ EPriority ≤ ERR 1 as If the attacker is given the side information, function DA shown in Figure 3, his own arrival and departure times provide him no further information about Alice’s arrival pattern, and consequently can be discarded. Proof: The proof is almost identical to that of the proof of Theorem 2. The only difference is the proof of Lemma 5, when the policy is round-robin and not priority policy. We prove it in Appendix F. c,λ,non−feedback,upper, As a consequence of (3), EPriority ≥ c,λ ∈ WC, ∀λ ≤ 1 − . In particular, EP , ∀P c,λ,non−feedback,upper, EPriority bounds the privacy performance



c,λ c,λ c,λ,lower ≥ EPriority ≥ ERR ≥ EPriority , ∀λ ≤ 1 − .



In Section VI, it c,λ,non−feedback,upper, lim EPriority



→0



(7)



will be argued that c,λ,lower = EPriority , thus proving



c,λ that the bound computed on ERR in this section is tight. And more importantly, that round-robin is a privacy optimal scheduling policy within the class of work-conserving policies. c,λ,lower V. C OMPUTATION OF EPriority



In this section, we present an algorithm to compute 1 ], and E c,λ,lower numerically. We do so by speciE[X k |DA Priority fying an equivalence between the estimation problem, and an equivalent combinatorial path counting problem. c,λ,lower is the estimation error incurred by an Recall that EPriority attacker who is given the departure process of a scheduler used only by Alice. Note that this additional side information is equivalent to providing the attacker with the start and end times of the busy periods of a scheduler used only by Alice. This is because all jobs of Alice are of a fixed unit size, so the departures are a deterministic function of the start and end times of the busy periods. The busy periods are represented as grey blocks in Figure 2. We start by considering a slightly different problem of constructing the best estimate of the number of arrivals within a busy period. Formally, suppose a busy period of duration B + 1 is initiated at time 0, where B is some non-negative integer. Suppose an attacker observes that the processor is busy from time 0 to time B + 1, and he knows that there is only one user issuing jobs to the system. He wishes to estimate the number of arrivals between times (u 1 , u 2 ) where, 0 ≤ u 1 < u 2 ≤ B + 1. The job that initiates the busy period arrives at time u 0 = 0. Let u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u B , u B+1 be the arrival times of the next B +1 jobs. Then, in order to sustain the busy period of duration B + 1, the arrival times of these jobs should satisfy u 1 < 1, u 2 < 2, . . . , u B < B and u B+1 > B + 1. This is because, the job from Alice that arrived at time zero goes into service immediately and departs at time 1. Therefore, in order for the busy period to sustain beyond time one, there must be
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to δi, j (t) as the expression given at the bottom of this page [see (9) and (10)]. The expected number of arrivals by time t within a busy period of duration B + 1 is given by B  μ B+1 (t) = 1 + i ζ(i, t, B), (11) i=t



where the 1 counts the arrival at time 0 that initiated the busy period. Likewise, if one were to estimate the number of arrivals by time t to be μ B+1 (t), the mean error incurred would be B  (i + 1 − μ B+1 (t))2 ζ(i, t, B). (12) ν B+1 (t) = i=t



Fig. 4.



Two counting functions that lead to a busy period of duration 5.



atleast one more arrival by then. By a similar argument, the second job has to arrive before time 2, and so on. Finally, for the busy period to end, we need u B+1 > B +1. Figure 4 shows two possible arrival patterns (shown as counting functions) that could lead to a busy period of duration 5. In fact, any counting function that lies in the region that is not shaded leads to a busy period of duration 5. Let {Ns }s≥0 be a Poisson process of rate λ. For a positive integer t, and non-negative integers i, j, j ≥ i , define δi, j (t) = Pr(Nt = j + 1, Ns ≥ s + 1, s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t − 1}|N0 = i + 1). δi, j (t) is the probability that a Poisson counting function of rate λ jumps to state j + 1 by time t given that it starts at state i + 1 at time 0 while staying above the boundary Ns = s + 1, s = 1, 2, . . . , t − 1. In particular, δ0,B (B + 1) is the probability that a job that arrives at time t = 0 leads to a busy period of duration B + 1. Now consider the following expression: . ζ (i, t, B) = Pr(Nt = i + 1|N0 = 1, Ns ≥ s + 1, s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , B}, N B+1 = B + 1). (8) ζ(i, t, B) gives the probability that there are i arrivals in the period (0, t) given that a busy period that started at time 0 ended at time B + 1. This conditional probability is related



Also, the expected number of arrivals between time t and B + 1 of a busy period of duration B + 1 is B + 1 − μ B+1 (t), and the mean error incurred if one were to estimate the number of arrivals in this time by the mean is ν B+1 (t). Computation of δi, j (t) is necessary in order to compute the best estimates and the resulting error. However, deriving a closed form expression for δi, j (t) is not easy other than in some special cases. We transform the problem of computing δi, j (t) to a combinatoric path counting problem which admits a numerical solution. Before doing so, we state the following theorem which gives an equivalence between a Poisson counting process, and a Geometric approximation to it which is used later. (n) Lemma 7: Let {Yi }i=0,1,2,... be a sequence of i.i.d. Geometric random variables indexed by integer n, with Pr(Yi(n) = k) = pk (1 − p), k = 0, 1, 2, . . ..2 Define



sn  (n) Yi . Let p scale with n such that np = λ, where N˜ s(n) = i=0



λ is a constant. As defined earlier, let Ns be a Poisson process of rate λ. Then, for any finite integer k, and any 0 < t1 < , N˜ t(n) , . . . , N˜ t(n) t2 < . . . < tk , the joint distribution of N˜ t(n) 1 2 k converges to the joint distribution of Nt1 , Nt2 , . . . , Ntk as n → ∞. Proof: Refer to Section 2.2.5 and in particular, [19, Th. 2.2.4 and Corollary 2.2.1]. The reference gives 2 Y (n) is not to be mistaken for a vector {Y , Y i i+1 , . . . , Yn }. Also, the i



index n here is not a reference to time.



Pr(Nt = i + 1, N0 = 1, Ns ≥ s + 1, s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , B}, N B+1 = B + 1) Pr(N0 = 1, Ns ≥ s + 1, s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , B}, N B+1 = B + 1) = Pr(Nt = i + 1, Ns ≥ s + 1, s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t − 1}|N0 = 1) Pr(N B = B + 1, Ns ≥ s + 1, s ∈ {t + 1, t + 2, . . . , B − 1}|Nt = i + 1) × Pr(N0 = 1, Ns ≥ s + 1, s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , B}, N B+1 = B + 1)



ζ (i, t, B) =



Pr(N B+1 = B + 1|N B = B + 1) (9)



δ0,i (t)δi−t,B−t (B − t)δ0,0 (1) = B  δ0,i (t)δi−t,B−t (B − t)δ0,0 (1) i=t



=



δ0,i (t)δi−t,B−t (B − t) B  δ0,i (t)δi−t,B−t (B − t) i=t



(10)
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Fig. 6. In the vector notation, the red path is denoted by (2, 5, 6) and the blue path is denoted by (1, 2, 4). The blue path dominates the red path. Fig. 5. Sample path of a particle that moves according to the Geometric process. From Lemma 7, δ1,7 (5) can be computed by counting the number of total number of paths from (0, 1) to (5 · n, 7), and those that do not touch the shaded region and taking the appropriate ratio, in the limit n → ∞. In the figure n is 8.



a Bernoulli approximation of a Poisson process. The proof for the Geometric random variable is very similar. For the sake of completeness, a proof is provided in Appendix H. Lemma 7 states the following. Suppose a particle moves on a lattice, moving right a distance of n1 and moving up a



distance of k with probability ( λn )k (1 − λn ), k = 0, 1, 2, . . .. Then, the path of such a particle follows a Poisson process of rate λ in the limit n → ∞. In Figure 5 we plot the sample path of a particle that moves in this fashion. The equivalence between computation of δi, j (t) and a combinatoric counting problem is given in the following:



δi, j (t) = Pr(Nt = j |N0 = i ) Pr(Nt = j, Ns ≥ s, s = 1, . . . , t − 1|N0 = i ) × Pr(Nt = j |N0 = i ) j −i (λt) = e−λt ( j − i )! (n) (n) (n) Pr( N˜ t = j, N˜ s ≥ s, s = 1, . . . , t − 1| N˜ 0 =i ) × lim (n) (n) n→∞ Pr( N˜ t = j | N˜ 0 = i ) (13) j −i −λt (λt) =e ( j − i )! #Paths(0, i ) → (nt, j ) avoiding the boundary × lim , n→∞ #Paths(0, i ) → (nt, j ) (14) where (13) follows from Lemma 7. The denominator of the fraction on the right side of the equality in (13) is the probability that a particle starting at the point (0, i ) and moving according to the Geometric process described before hits the point (nt, j ). The numerator is the probability that a particle starting at (0, i ) hits the point (tn, j ) while staying above the boundary {(a, b) : b = an − 1}. Note that for this geometric process, there are a finite number of paths between the two points. In all these paths that originate at (0, i ) and terminate at (tn, j ), the particle ‘moves right and up’ j − i times and ‘moves right without jumping’ nt − ( j − i ) times. Therefore, the probability of the particle taking any of these paths is the same, equal to ( λn ) j −i (1− nλ )nt . Therefore the ratio of the two probabilities is just equal to the ratio of the number of lattice paths on a grid that avoid a boundary to the total number of lattice paths between the aforementioned points. (14) therefore follows, where the boundary is the set of



integer points (a, b) which satisfy {b = an − 1}. In Figure 5, the red line corresponds to the boundary. The significance of Lemma 7 is that, for any finite n, the number of lattice paths can The denominator  j −i  be tcounted. j −i j −i + o(n j −i ), where in (14) is given by nt + = n ( j −i)! j −i lim o(n j −i )/n j −i = 0. This is because a particle starting at n→∞ (0, i ) has to take nt right-steps and j − i up-steps in order to reach point (nt, j ), and these steps can be taken in any order. There is no closed form expression for the numerator in (14) though. Counting the number of lattice paths between two points on a grid while avoiding a boundary is an extensively studied combinatorial problem with several applications, see [20]. Using the lemma stated below, we can show that the numerator in (14) is given by γ (i, j, t)n j −i + o(n j −i ), and the value of γ (i, j, t) can be numerically computed. Lemma 8 ([20, Ch. 1, Lemma 3A]): The number of paths dominated by the path p with vector (a1 , a2 , . . . , an ) can be recursively calculated as Vn using the recursion formula Vk =



k  j =1



(−1) j −1



  ak− j +1 + 1 Vk− j , j



V0 = 1.



(15)



The definitions of the vector representation of a path and of path domination are the following. A lattice path from the origin (0, 0) to a point (m, n) is associated with a path (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ), where x i is the minimal horizontal distance of the point (m, n − i ) from the path. A path (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) is said to dominate a path (y1 , y2 , . . . , yn ) if yi ≥ x i , ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. An example is depicted in Figure 6. The number of lattice paths from (0, i ) to (nt, j ) staying above the specified boundary is equal to the number of lattice paths from the origin to (nt, j − i ) dominated by a path with vector (a1 = n(i + 1), a2 = n(i + 2), . . . , at −i−1 = n(t − 1), at −i = nt, at −i+1 = nt, . . . , a j −i = nt). Using this fact, the ratio in (14), γ (i, j, t)( j −i )!/t j −i , and consequently δi, j (t) can be evaluated exactly, for any integers i, j, t. The expected number of arrivals by time t is given in (11), and the mean error incurred if one estimates the number of arrivals by time t using the mean is given by (12). These can be computed as well. A suitably modified definition of δi, j (t) for non-integer values of t can be expressed in terms of δi, j ( t) and δi, j ( t ). Likewise with the mean number of arrivals and the mean estimation error, they can be computed as well. In fact, it can be shown that μ B+1 (t) = μ B+1 ( t)+ (t − t)(μ B+1 ( t ) − μ B+1 ( t)). The expression for the variance is more complex. c,λ,lower Now, going back to the evaluation of EPriority , let L L r˜1 and r˜1 denote the start and end times of busy periods of
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Pk , The clock period k is said to be ‘covered’ by busy periods 0, 1, 2 and 3. The clock period k + 1 is covered by busy periods 2, 3 and 4.



a system in which Alice is the only user. Note that providing 1 is equivalent to the attacker with the side information DA providing him with the start and end times of the busy periods.  Suppose l˜k = arg max j {˜r j < (k − 1)c} is the last busy period that ended before the start of clock period k, and  m˜ k = arg min j {˜r j ≥ kc} is the first busy period that ended after the end of the clock period k. Define P˜k to be the set    {kc − r˜˜ , kc − r˜l˜k +1 , kc − r˜˜ , kc − r˜l˜k +2 , kc − r˜˜ , . . . , lk lk +1 lk +2  kc − r˜m˜ k , kc − r˜m˜ k }. P˜k is the set containing the start and end times of the busy periods and the preceding idle periods (relative to the end time of the clock period, and excluding the start of the busy period l˜k ) that ‘cover’ the clock period k. This information contained in this set is a sufficient statistic to estimate X k . Lemma 9: {(X k , P˜k )}k=1,2,... is a Markov chain. 1 ] = E[X | P˜ ]. Additionally, E[X k |DA k k Proof: As a result of Alice’s arrival process being memoryless, the durations of successive busy periods are independent. Therefore, the process { P˜i }i=1,2,... , which contains the start and end times of busy periods that cover successive clock periods, is a Markov chain. Also, conditioned on P˜k , then number of arrivals in clock period k, X k , is independent of P˜i , ∀i = k. Corollary 1: The long-run estimation error incurred by an attacker as given by expression (6) can equivalently be computed as the statistical average



 N 2  1  1 lim E X k − E[X k |DA ] N→∞ N k=1   = E (X k − E[X k | P˜k ])2 ,



(16)



where in the expression on the right, the expectation is taken with respect to the steady state distribution of the pair (X k , P˜k ). Proof: The result follows from the ergodic theorem for Markov chains. Refer to [21, the fact   Th. 1.10.2], by noting 1 ] 2 is bounded that the estimation error, E X k − E[X k |DA above by λc < ∞.   .  Now define Fk = r˜k − r˜k−1 , k = 2, 3, . . ., with F1 = r˜1 . The random-variables {Fk }k≥2 are independent and identically distributed random variables, and consequently, the end times of the busy periods form a renewal process. Using this fact, Blackwell’s celebrated renewal theorem can be used to



compute the distribution of Pk as follows: fr˜



l˜k



   ,˜r ,˜r ˜ ,˜r ,...,˜rm˜ k ,˜rm˜ k +1 l˜k +1 lk +2 l˜k +2 k



,˜rl˜



(β0 , α1 , β1 , α2 , β2 , . . . , αm˜ k −l˜k , βm˜ k −l˜k )



= fr˜



 ,˜r ,˜r l˜k l˜k+1 l˜k+1



×



m˜ k −l˜k j =2



fr˜



l˜j



(β0 , α1 , β1 )



 lj



 lk



,˜r ˜ |˜r ˜ ,˜rl˜



k+1



  ,...,˜rl˜ −1 ,˜r ˜ lk+1 l j −1 j



,˜r ˜



×(α j , β j |β0 , α1 , β1 , . . . , α j −1 , β j −1 ) = fr˜



 ,˜r ,˜r l˜k l˜k+1 l˜k+1



(β0 , α1 , β1 )



m˜ k −l˜k j =2



fr˜



lj







(17) 



,˜rl |˜rl j



j −1



(α j , β j |β j −1 ) (18)



(β1 − β0 )λe−λ(α1 −β0 ) δ0,β1 −α1 −1 (β1 − α1 ) = ∞ ∞   (s + B + 1)λe−λs δ0,B (B + 1)ds s=0 B=0 m k −lk



λe−λ(α j −β j −1 ) δ0,β j −α j −1 (β j − α j ),



×



(19)



j =2



where (17) follows from the chain rule of joint distributions, (18) follows from the fact that the Poisson arrivals from Alice are Markovian, and (19) follows from the application of Blackwell’s theorem. Also recall that δ0,B (B + 1) is the probability that a job arriving at time 0 leads to a busy period of duration B + 1. Consider Figure 7. Busy periods 0, 1, 2 and 3 cover the k t h clock period. Among these busy periods, it is only in busy periods 1 and 3 does the attacker incur any error in estimating the total number of arrivals in between times (k − 1)c and kc. This is because the attacker only knows the start and end times of these busy periods, but not the times when the jobs arrived. For example, in busy period 1, out of the total 3 arrivals, the attacker is not sure if the number of arrivals between times (k−1)c and kc is 0, 1 or 2. Likewise, in clock period k+1, it is only in busy period 3 does the attacker incur any estimation error. Recall from (11) and (12) that μ B+1 (t) and ν B+1 (t) are respectively the best estimate and the resulting estimation error of the number of arrivals in between time (0, t) of a busy period that lasts for a duration of B + 1(> t) time units. Using these definitions, the best estimate and the resulting error incurred in a general clock period can be expressed as follows.
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c,λ,non−feedback,upper,



c,λ c,λ Fig. 8. Plot of ERR /EMax for the two cases when the clock period is c = 2 c,λ c,λ,lower c,λ lies below EPriority /EMax for any workand c = 5. A curve for EPc,λ /EMax conserving policy P.



For a given cover of the clock period, P˜k , the best estimate of the number of arrivals within that clock period is E[X k | P˜k ] r˜







= r˜l˜



k+1



+







− r˜l˜k+1 − μ l˜k+1



−˜rl˜



k+1



((˜rl˜k+1 − (k − 1)c)+ )



m˜ k −l˜k −1  j =2



   r˜ −˜r r˜l˜ + j − r˜l˜k + j + μ m˜ k m˜ k ((kc − r˜m˜ k )+ ), (20) k



and the error incurred by using this best estimate is given by



  2  r˜ −˜r ˜ E X k − E[X k | P˜k ] = ν l˜k+1 lk+1 ((˜rl˜k+1 − (k − 1)c)+ ) +ν







r˜m˜ −˜rm˜ k k



((kc − r˜m˜ k )+ ).



(21)



As established earlier, ν B+1 (t) can be computed numerically, and from (19), so can the distribution of (X k , P˜k ). Using c,λ,lower . these, in Figure 8, we plot the computed values of EPriority c,λ,non−feedback,upper,



c,λ,lower VI. E QUIVALENCE OF EPriority AND EPriority



In this section, we prove the following theorem which establishes that round-robin is an optimal privacy preserving policy among the class of work-conserving policies. Theorem 4: In the limit the size of jobs from the attacker go to zero, the estimation error incurred by the attacker against the priority policy when he issues jobs according to the strategy specified in Section III-A is equal to the lower bound on the privacy of the round-robin policy, i.e., c,λ,non−feedback,upper, lim E →0 Priority



c,λ,lower = EPriority .



is the Recall from Section III-A that EPriority estimation error incurred by the attacker when he uses the start and end times of the busy periods of the scheduling system which gives priority to jobs from the attacker. However, when the size of jobs issued by the attacker, , is small, the busy periods of this system are statistically identical to the busy periods of a system where Alice is the only user. Recall that we use the notation r1L and r 1L to denote the start and end times of the resulting busy periods when the attacker uses the attack specified in Section III-A. Define lk = arg max j {r j < (k −1)c} to be the last busy period that ended before the start of clock period k, and m k = arg min j {r j ≥ kc} to be the first busy period that ended after the end of the clock period k. Define Pk to be the set {kc − r lk , kc − rlk +1 , kc − r lk +1 , kc − rlk +2 , kc − r lk +2 , . . . , kc − rm k , kc − r m k }. Pk is the set containing the start and end times of the busy periods and the preceding idle periods (relative to the end time of the clock period, and excluding the start of the busy period lk ) that cover the clock period k. This information contained in this set is a sufficient statistic to estimate X k . Lemma 10: The pair {(X k , Pk )}k=0,1,2,... form a Markov chain. As a result,



 N  2   1  L L = E (X k − E[X k |Pk ])2 E X k − E[X k |r1 , r 1 ] N k=1 (23) Proof: The proofs are similar to those of Lemma 9 and Corollary 1. Arrivals from Alice are Poisson, which are memoryless. The arrival time of the next job from Bob depends only on the departure of his last job, whose information is contained in Pk . Let B R R be a random variable denoting the length of a busy period of a scheduling system used only by Alice, and which serves jobs using some work-conserving policy. Note that for a scheduling system that is being used only by one user, the duration of the busy periods does not depend on which policy the system is using, as long as it is work-conserving. Also, since the arrivals from Alice follow a Poisson process, successive busy periods are independent and identically distributed. Also, let B Pr, be a random variable denoting the length of a busy period of a system that serves jobs from both Alice and the attacker, Bob, but which gives non-pre-emptive priority to jobs from the attacker. A busy period in such a system is one of two kinds, one that is initiated by a job from the attacker, Pr, and one that is initiated by a job from Alice, denoted by B Bob Pr, denoted by B Alice . Lemma 11: In the limit the size of jobs issued by the attacker goes to zero, we have



(22)



d



Pr, = 0, lim B Bob



→0



c,λ,lower EPriority



is the estimation error incurred by the attacker when he knows the departure process of a system in which 1 is Alice is the only user. Note that the side information DA equivalent to providing the attacker the start and end times of the busy periods of a system in which Alice is the only user. 1 (u) = 1, This is because the system is busy at time u if DA otherwise, it is idle.



d



Pr, = B R R, lim B Alice



→0 d



(24) (25)



where = implies equality in distribution. Proof: A proof is presented in Appendix G. Proof of Theorem 4: Recall that Lemma 10 establishes that the estimation error depends only on the distribution
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of the busy periods of the system. Lemma 11 demonstrates that every (non-zero sized) busy period of the system that uses the priority policy has the same distribution as that of a round-robin system in which Alice is the only user, in the limit the size of jobs from Bob go to zero. The result follows. Corollary 2: c,λ,non−feedback,upper, lim E →0 Priority



c,λ c,λ c,λ,lower = EPriority = ERR = EPriority .



(26) Proof: The result follows from the set of inequalities in (7), and from the result of Theorem 4. A. Discussion c,λ Recall that EPriority is a bound on the performance of all c,λ work-conserving policies, which is also equal to ERR , the privacy offered by round-robin. These errors are normalized c,λ , the maximum privacy that any policy can offer. by EMax A normalized error close to zero means that the policy offers very little privacy, and if it is close to one, the attacker learns no information about Alice’s arrival pattern. In Figure 8, c,λ c,λ /EMax as a function of λ, the arrival rate of jobs we plot ERR from Alice. In the plot, we consider two scenarios, one where the clock period is set to 2, and the other where it is set to 5. As expected, the attacker incurs a higher normalized error when he wishes to estimate Alice’s arrivals with greater precision. The curves represent the maximum estimation error that the best attacker will incur against any work-conserving policy. Note that there is a relatively large gap between the privacy performance of work-conserving and policies that are allowed to idle. For instance, when Alice’s arrival rate is less than 0.4, any work-conserving policy can guarantee a privacy no greater than just 10% of the privacy that can be guaranteed by TDMA. In [22], the authors state that in most cloud computing platforms, the load is typically less than 0.2. In such scenarios, the designers of the system need to be aware of the existence and possible exploitation of the timing based side channel discussed in this work. In the ‘high-traffic regime’, the privacy offered by the round-robin policy is comparable to that by TDMA. The reason behind this is the following. As stated in Theorem 3, the maximum information that the attacker can learn by performing any attack against the round-robin policy is the start and end times of the busy periods of the scheduling system. When Alice’s rate is high, most of the busy periods are of extremely long duration. When busy periods are long, there are several possible arrival patterns of Alice that could lead to the same busy period. Therefore, the attacker learns very little by performing the attack, and therefore incurs a large error. While the curves can be computed for all values of λ < 1, doing so for higher values of λ requires computation of factorials of large numbers. Owing to the possible numerical errors involved in these computations, we skip plotting the curve in this regime.
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the round-robin is a privacy optimal policy in this class, and quantifying its privacy metric. We show that all work-conserving policies fare rather poorly on the privacy metric. This is especially true in the low-traffic regime. This is because, when the arrival rate from the user is low, there is typically only one or no jobs from her in the buffer at any given time. Therefore, if the scheduler is forced to serve jobs present in the buffer without idling, the scheduler does not have many options to choose from, and therefore through the process of scheduling, leaks some information about Alice’s jobs to the attacker. This observation is consistent with our earlier results in [23] and [24], where we used a correlation based metric to quantify the information leakage. We had observed that although round-robin did leak less information to the attacker compared to FCFS, the two performed similarly in the low traffic regime, and both were equally vulnerable. A surprising corollary to this result is that there is no randomized work-conserving scheduling policy that is more secure than the round-robin policy. For example, consider a policy that randomly switches between serving jobs in FCFS manner to serving jobs in round-robin manner to serving jobs from the user with the longest queue. Because the times when the policy switches behavior is unknown to the attacker, one might expect this policy to outperform deterministic scheduling policies. However, this is not the case. This proves the existence of a fundamental privacy-delay trade-off in the design of a scheduling policy. If one were to design provably secure scheduling policies, they must allow for idling. A. Generalized Privacy Metric Throughout this paper, we have used the estimation error incurred by the attacker as a measure of the privacy offered by the policy. However, all the results are applicable to the general loss function based metric described in (1) as a result of the following fact, which is a generalization of the data processing inequality in information theory. Theorem 5: If X − Y − Z forms a Markov chain, then, using just Y to estimate X results in the same loss as using both Y and Z . Also, using Y to estimate X results in a lower loss than using Z : min E[l(X, h(Y, Z ))] = min E[l(X, g(Y ))] h(·)



g(·)



≤ min E[l(X, g(Z ˜ ))]. g(·) ˜



(27)



Proof: Expanding the expectations, we have min E[l(X, h(Y, Z ))] h(·)   = min l(x, h(y, z)) f X |Y,Z (x|y, z)d x f Y,Z (y, z)d ydz h(·)



Y,Z X



 



= min



l(x, h(y, z)) f X |Y (x|y)d x f Y,Z (y, z)d ydz



h(·)



(28)



Y,Z X



 



VII. C ONCLUSION In this work, we quantify the privacy offered by work-conserving scheduling policies by showing that



l(x, h(y, c(y, h))) f Z |Y (z|y)dz f X,Y (x, y)d x d y



≥ min h(·)



X,Y Z



(29)
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  = min



l(x, h(y, c(y, h))) f X |Y (x|y)d x f Y (y)d y



h(·)



(30)



Y X



= min E [l(X, h(Y, c(Y, h)))] h(·)



= min E [l(X, g(Y ))] ,



(31)



g(·)



where (28) holds true because X − Y − Z is a Markov chain, and by definition, f X |Y,Z (x|y, z) = f X |Y (x|y); in (29),  c(y, h) = arg min l(x, h(y, z)) f X |Y (x|y)d x, z



X



and this minimizer is dependent only on the variable y and the function h(·); and in (30), we have integrated out the random variable Z . The inequality minh(·) E[l(X, h(Y, Z ))] ≤ ming(·) ˜ E[l(X, g(Z ˜ ))] trivially holds true because we are optimizing over a larger function space. For the same reason, we have minh(·) E[l(X, h(Y, Z ))] ≤ ming(·) E[l(X, g(Y ))]. Together with (31), we have a proof of the statement of the theorem. The results derived in earlier sections hold true due to the following reasons. 1) TDMA Is the Policy With the Best Privacy: If the scheduler uses a TDMA policy, the arrival and departure processes of Bob are independent of Alice’s arrivals. In this case, the best estimate that results in minimal  loss is c = arg min y E[l(x, y)]. Let t1n , s1n , and t1n be the arrivals times, sizes of jobs and departure times of jobs issued by Bob when the policy is any other scheduling policy. Then, 



E[min l(X k , y)] ≤ min E[l(X k , gkN (t1n , s1n , t1n ))] y



gkN (·)



≤ min E[l(X k , y)], y



c,λ,l(·,·)



c,λ,l(·,·)



and as a consequence, PTDMA ≥ PScheduling policy. 2) Round-Robin Policy is a Privacy Optimal Policy Within the Class of Work-Conserving Policies: This result was proved by first proving that a policy that gives priority to jobs from the attacker, Bob, was a privacy optimal work-conserving scheduling policy, as shown in Theorem 1. It was shown that the departures seen by the attacker when the priority policy is used is a deterministic function of the departures seen by him when another work-conserving policy is used. The result does not depend on the metric used to quantify privacy. In addition, the following mathematical property about estimation errors was used in the proof which holds true more generally as well. The more information the attacker has, the lower the incurred loss, proved in Theorem 5. Next, the attack designed against the priority policy, described in Section III-A reveals to the attacker the start and end times of the busy periods of the scheduling system. In the limit the job sizes issued by the attacker go to zero; this information is the same as the busy periods of a system in which Alice is the only user, and the scheduler serves her in a work-conserving manner. in Theorem 3, we prove that



the estimation error incurred by any attacker against the round robin policy is lower bounded by the error incurred when he is given the side information, the busy periods of a system in which Alice is the only user. The proof of that theorem was independent of the metric as c,λ,l(·,·) c,λ,l(·,·) ≥ Pwork−conserving. well. Thus, we have PRR 3) Accumulate and Serve and Proportional-TDMA Provide Guaranteed Levels of Privacy: Both these polices, by the nature of their design provide only coarse grained information about Alice’s arrival pattern. It was shown that when either of these two policies is used, the attacker learns at most the total number of jobs which arrive from Alice in a certain number of clock periods. The privacy offered by the accumulate and serve policy is lower bounded by  T   T  1  c,λ,l(·,·) , (32) min E l X k , gk Xi PAccServe ≥ gk (·) T k=1



i=1



where T is the accumulate period. The proportionalTDMA policy provides the same guarantees on privacy with the T being replaced by M, the adaptation period. Given this, it needs to be noted that our conclusion that work-conserving policies do not fare as well as idling policies in terms of privacy need not hold true for every loss function. Recall that this claim was made by computing the estimation error based privacy metric using techniques described in Section V and noting that for most reasonable values of λ, the arrival rate from Alice, the estimation error was quite low for the round-robin policy, the best work-conserving policy. Also, for the additional delay that they add, the degree of privacy provided by the accumulate and serve and the proportional-TDMA policies might not be sufficient for every possible loss function. Recall that for the estimation error based privacy metric, an accumulate period T guarantees that the privacy is (1 − Tc )+ of that of TDMA. B. Discussion on Modeling Assumptions In section II, we described the system model in detail. Several assumptions were made to make the problem tractable, ensure that the solutions derived are applicable to a wide variety of systems, and to understand the fundamental tradeoffs between performance of a scheduling system and its privacy. In this section we comment on how important these modeling assumptions are to the results derived in this paper. The arrivals from the innocuous user Alice were modeled as being a Poisson process. This is perhaps the least crucial of the assumptions made and can easily be relaxed. FCFS offers zero privacy irrespective of how Alice’s jobs arrive to the scheduling system. TDMA continues to be the most secure policy. Round-robin continues to be the work-conserving policy that offers the highest privacy. This is true because the attacker continues to learn about the busy periods of the system using the same attack described in Section III-A, which is also the maximum information that the attacker can learn. Finally, the derived policies accumulate and serve, and proportionalTDMA from [1] continue to provide guaranteed levels of privacy.
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The jobs from the innocuous user, Alice, were assumed to have unit size. This was motivated by considering a computer network, wherein, the size of packets sent on a link is usually the largest size allowed on that link. This is done so to minimize the overhead used by the packet headers. In other applications, it is very likely that different jobs have different sizes. If this were the case, we would first have to alter the privacy metric slightly. Instead of the attacker estimating the count of the jobs that arrive in each clock period, a more meaningful scenario would be one where the attacker estimates the volume of jobs that arrive in each clock period, i.e., the sum of the sizes of all the jobs that arrive in each clock period. On the modified metric, the results derived in here would change as follows. FCFS and TDMA continue to be the worst and best policies respectively on the privacy metric. Against the round-robin policy, the attacker would continue to learn the start and end times of the busy periods and the departures within this busy period. This is also the maximum information that the attacker can possibly extract. Therefore, one can compute the privacy metric of the round-robin policy exactly. However, it is not clear if the round-robin policy is the work-conserving policy with the highest privacy metric or not. This is because, when the jobs are not unit sized, the fictitious policy that gives priority to jobs from the attacker is not necessarily a privacy-optimal work-conserving policy. Under what assumptions on the distribution of the job sizes is round-robin a privacy-optimal work-conserving policy is an interesting open question. Again, the derived policies accumulate and serve, and proportionalTDMA continue to provide guaranteed levels of privacy even when the job sizes of Alice are not unit sized. Again motivated by a computer network scenario, we assumed that the attacker can issue arbitrarily small sized jobs, which served as a reasonable approximation for the fact that the smallest packet that can be sent on an ethernet link is typically tens of bytes, whereas the largest packets have a size of more than a thousand bytes. We believe that in a large number of systems, the attacker should be able to send small jobs. If this were not the case, the results derived can change significantly. TDMA, proportional-TDMA and accumulate and serve continue to provide guaranteed levels of security. Using a different attacker strategy wherein the attacker attempts to overwhelm the scheduler by issuing a large number of jobs, it can be shown that FCFS offers the least privacy in this scenario as well. Refer to our work in [1]. If both the attacker and the user could issue only unit sized jobs, as shown in [25], the policy that gives priority to jobs from the attacker is a privacy-optimal work-conserving policy. In this scenario, we cannot however comment on the performance of the round-robin policy. The attack described in Section III-A need not be the best attack against the round-robin policy. Having said these, it should be noted that having minimal constraints on the set of strategies available to the attacker means that the derived privacy metric is conservative. This means that if there are other constraints on the arrivals from the attacker, the policies will only provide greater privacy to the users.
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A PPENDIX A P ROOF OF THE S TABILITY OF THE S YSTEM As long as the scheduler uses a work conserving policy, the stability of the system is not affected by the order in which jobs from attacker and Alice are served. This is because, for the same set of arrivals from Alice and the attacker, the total unserved work in the system at any time t is the same for all work-conserving policies. To prove this theorem, it is easier if we considered the case when the scheduler uses round-robin policy to serve the jobs. In this attack, the attacker issues a new job every time unit. Note that when  < 1, there can be at most 2 jobs from the attacker in the scheduler at any time. The system is therefore stable as long as the number of unserved jobs from Alice does not blow up to infinity. Define X n to be the total number of unserved jobs from Alice when the n t h job from the attacker departs. Consider the case when X n > 0. Then, a job from Alice is served for the next 1 time unit, after which a job from the attacker gets served for the next  time units. Therefore X n evolves according to the Markov chain, X n+1 = X n − 1 + An+1 , where An+1 is the number of arrivals from Alice in between times when n t h and n +1t h jobs of attackers depart. In this case, An+1 is a Poisson random variable with mean λ(1 + ). Define the Lyapunov function V (X) = X 2 . Then, for X > 0, E[V (X n+1 ) − V (X n ) |X n = X] = E[(An+1 − 1)2 ] + 2XE[(An+1 − 1)]. Foster-Lyapunov stability theorem, refer to [21], states that if E[ An+1 ] = λ(1 + ) < 1, the system is stable. A PPENDIX B P ROOF OF T HEOREM 2 The following lemma is used to prove the theorem. Lemma 12: Fix an arrival process from Alice. Denote by t1n the arrival times of jobs from the attacker, and s1n the sizes of  these jobs. Let t1n be the departure times of these jobs if the scheduler gave priority to jobs of the attacker. For the same set of arrivals from Alice and the attacker, let t˜1n be the departure times of the jobs of the attacker if the scheduler used a work-conserving policy P. Then, ti , for each i is a deterministic function of t1n , s1n and t˜1n . Proof of Lemma 12: Let W (u) be the total work in the system at time u. Note that W (u) is the same for all non-idling policies. Denote by W˜ A (u), and W˜ B (u) respectively, the total work of Alice and Bob in the system at time u when the scheduler uses policy P. Clearly W (u) = W˜ A (u) + W˜ B (u). Denote by x the fractional part . of a real number x, i.e., x = x − x. Claim 12a: The attacker can compute W (ti ) for each i . Proof of Claim 12a: When the scheduler uses policy P, suppose there are m outstanding jobs from the attacker which have not departed by time ti . Let j1, j2 , . . . , jm be their indices, i.e., job j1 is the job from attacker that has arrived by time ti and departs first after time ti , j2 is the second job that departs after time ti and so on. Suppose t˜j1 − ti ≤ s j1, then at time ti , the scheduler should have been busy serving a job from the attacker. In this case, W˜ A (ti ) is an integer. m  s jk . Therefore, W (ti ) = W˜ B (ti ) = t˜j1 − ti + k=2
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Now, suppose t˜j1 − ti > s j1 , then at time ti , the scheduler should have been busy serving a job from Alice. In this case, the scheduler has to first serve the job from Alice that is in service at time ti and only then can it move on to serving other jobs. Since job j1 is the first job to depart after time ti , and because all of Alice’s jobs are of size one, the job from the attacker can only depart at time W˜ A (ti ) + q, for some non-negative integer q. Therefore, W˜ A (ti ) = t˜j1 − s j1 − ti , m  and W˜ B (ti ) = s jk . Now, W (ti ) = W˜ A (ti ) + W˜ B (ti ),



A PPENDIX C P ROOF OF L EMMA 3 For some j , if tj = t j + , i.e., if the j t h job from the attacker goes into service immediately upon its arrival, then the system must be empty at time t j . Hence, t j marks the start of a busy period that is initiated by an attacker’s job.  On the other hand, if tj > t j + , and t j −1 < tj − 1 − , then, tj − 1 −  marks the start of a busy period that is initiated by a job from Alice. Because every busy period is initiated by either a job from Alice or the attacker, and because the events that are described above occur only at the start of busy periods, the start times of all the busy periods can be computed by the attacker, and he can furthermore figure out if these busy periods are initiated by an attacker’s job or Alice’s job. To compute the end times of the busy periods, note that the maximum time the scheduler stays idle between two consecutive busy periods is less than 1. This is a consequence of the arrival process from the attacker. Furthermore, note that all the busy periods end with the departure of a job from the attacker irrespective of whether it was initiated by a job from Alice or the attacker. Therefore, the last departure from the attacker before the start of the next busy period marks the end of the current busy period.



k=1



which can clearly be computed by the attacker. To prove the result of the lemma, note that ∀ i ,  ti+1 + W (ti+1 ) + si+1 , if ti+1 > ti .  ti+1 =  if ti+1 ≤ ti . ti + si+1 ,



(33) (34)



If ti < ti+1 , then the i + 1t h job waits only for the service of the job that is already at the server, and then immediately goes into service. Therefore equation (33) follows. If ti > ti+1 , the i + 1t h job from the attacker goes into service as soon as the i t h job of the attacker gets served. Therefore (34) follows. Also, t1 = t1 + W (t1 ) + s1 . From Claim 12a, W (ti ) can be  computed by the attacker for each i , and consequently t1n . Please note that the result of Lemma 12 holds true for feedback type attacks, wherein the attacker chooses the time and size of the next job he issues as a function of the departures he has seen so far. Proof of Theorem 1: For a particular arrival sequence of 1  1 Alice, AA , denote by tˆ(AA )n and tˆ (AA )n the arrival times and sizes of jobs from Bob that result in the smallest estimation error when the policy is priority policy. From Lemma 12, for any work-conserving policy P used by the scheduler, the attacker can always simulate the observations which he would make if the scheduling policy were a c,λ the estimation error incurred priority policy. Denote by EPriority by the strongest attacker against the priority policy. Using the same notation from Lemma 12, for every P ∈ WC, the class of work-conserving policies, we then have the following:  2  E X k − E[X k |t1n , s1n , t˜1n ]



 2   = E X k − E[X k |t1n , s1n , t˜1n , t1n ] (35) 



 2  , (36) ≤ E X k − E[X k |t1n , s1n , t1n ] where, (35) follows from Lemma 12, and (36) follows from an elementary result from estimation theory which states that discarding information leads to an inferior estimate. Therefore, N 2  1   E X k − E[X k |t1n , s1n , t˜1n ] N



min



n  sj j =1 n n t1 ,s1 : Nc



≤



k=1






 N 2  1   E X k − E[X k |t1n , s1n , t1n ] , N



min



n  sj j =1 n n t1 ,s1 : Nc



k=1






c,λ and consequently, EPc,λ ≤ EPriority , ∀P ∈ WC.



A PPENDIX D P ROOF OF L EMMA 4 Note that the arrival times of all jobs from the attacker is fixed. We just need to prove that the departure times of attacker’s jobs can be computed. Note that all the busy periods that start at integer time points are those that are initiated by a job from the attacker, and the others are those initiated by a job from Alice. Also, if the busy period lasted from rj to rj , there were exactly rj  − rj + 1 jobs from attacker issued in that busy period. The rest of the time the scheduler must be busy serving jobs from Alice. Consider a busy period that was initiated by a job from Alice at time rj . Then, the scheduler is busy from time rj to r j + 1 serving that job. At that time, the scheduler starts serving all outstanding jobs from attacker. Following them, it switches to serving one job from Alice, and so on, until time rj when the busy period ends. This is similarly true for a busy period intiated from the attacker. A PPENDIX E P ROOFS OF L EMMAS 5 AND 6 A. Proof of Lemma 5 We will use induction to prove this lemma. First, note that 2 (u) = D 1 (u) ∀u ∈ (0, t ). This is because the two systems DA 1 A have the same arrivals till then. At time t1 , the scheduler is either busy serving a job from Alice, or is idle. If it is busy, then the scheduler waits till it completes the service of this job, and then switches over to serve the job from attacker, Bob. In either case, this job from attacker goes into service at 1 (u) = D 1 (t ) }, and the job departs time t˜1 = inf{u > t1 : DA A 1  2 (u) = D 1 (u), the system at time t1 = t˜1 + s1 . Therefore, DA A ∀u ∈ (0, t˜1 ) and because Alice does not get any service when 2 (u) = D 1 (t˜ ), ∀u ∈ (t˜ , t  ). the scheduler serves Bob, DA 1 1 A 1 Statement of the Induction: Given arrival times of the first k jobs from the attacker, t1k , their sizes s1k , departure times of the
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1 , and D 2 (u), ∀u ∈ (0, t  ), first k − 1 of his jobs, t  (k−1) , DA 1 A k−1 2 (u), ∀u ∈ (0, t  ) t h the departure time of the k job, tk , and DA k can be computed. Proof of Induction: The base case for induction is already proved. We need to prove it for some k > 1 assuming it is true for all times before that. The arrival time of the k t h job from Bob falls into one of the following cases:  ): In this case, upon departure of the k−1t h Case 1 (tk < tk−1 job of attacker, the k t h job goes into service immediately.  2 (u) = D 2 (t  ), ∀u ∈ (t  , t  ). Therefore, tk = tk−1 + s1 , DA A k−1 k−1 k  ): In this case, after serving the k − 1t h Case 2 (tk > tk−1 job from Bob, the scheduler switches over to Alice and serves her jobs back to back (if there are jobs to be served) till the  , t ), k t h job from Bob arrives. Therefore ∀u ∈ (tk−1 k 2 2   1 DA (u) = min{DA (tk−1 ) + u − tk−1 , DA (u)}.



The time when the k t h job from Bob goes into service is 2 (t ) + u − t = D 2 (t ) }. given by t˜k = inf{u > tk : DA k k A k 2 2 Then, DA (u) = DA (tk ) + u − tk , ∀u ∈ (tk , t˜k ), tk = t˜k + sk , 2 (u) = D 2 (t˜ ), ∀u ∈ (t˜ , t  ). and DA k k A k B. Proof of Lemma 6 The available information to the attacker when he issues his second job is no more than the time when he issued his first job, its size, and its departure time. Therefore, for any attack strategy, the time and the size of the second job can depend at most on the time of arrival, departure and the size of the first job. By the result of the Lemma 5, t1 is a function of t1 , 1 . Therefore, t and s are functions of these variables s1 and DA 2 2 as well. By a similar argument, t3 and s3 are dependent at most on t1 , t2 , s1 , s2 , t1 and t2 , all of which are just a function 1 . And so on. Before issuing his first job, of t1 , s1 and DA the attacker has no information about Alice’s arrivals. Hence t1 and s1 are independent of any function of the arrival times of Alice’s jobs, in particular, X k . A PPENDIX F P ROOF OF L EMMA 5 W HEN THE P OLICY U SED I S ROUND -ROBIN The proof is exactly identical to the proof descriped in Appendix E-A, but for the proof of Case (1) of the induction, which is given below.  ): Note that D 2 (u) ≤ D 1 (u), ∀u. This Case 1 (tk < tk−1 A A is because in the second system, there are jobs from the 2 (t  − ) = 0, attacker along with the jobs from Alice. Also, D˙A k−1 −  . is an infinitesimal small time before tk−1 where tk−1 2  1  Therefore, if DA (tk−1 ) = DA (tk−1 ), then it must be the 1 (t  ) = 0, implying that all of Alice’s jobs case that D˙A k−1  that arrived before tk−1 have been served by then. Therefore, t h the k job from Bob goes into service immediately and  + sk . In this case, departs the system at time tk = tk−1 2 2    DA (u) = DA (tk−1 )∀u ∈ (tk−1 , tk ). 2 (t  ) < D 1 (t  ), at time t  , there is at If DA k−1 A k−1 k−1 least one unserved job from Alice in the system,  . Therefore, which goes into service at time tk−1 2 2    , t DA (u) = DA (tk−1 ) + u − tk−1 , ∀u ∈ (tk−1 k−1 + 1),
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2 (u) = D 2 (t  ), ∀u ∈ (t   and DA A k−1 k−1 + 1, tk−1 + 1 + sk ).   tk = tk−1 + 1 + sk .



A PPENDIX G P ROOF OF L EMMA 11 First, consider a scheduling system that serves jobs only from Alice according to some non-pre-emptive non-idling policy. When there is only one user of the system, all such policies are equivalent, including round-robin. Let B R R be the random variable denoting the length of a busy period of this system. Lemma 13: The moment generating function (MGF) of RR . B R R , defined as M R R (t) = E[e j t B ], satisfies M R R (t) = R R e j t eλ(M (t )−1) . Proof: Suppose a job from Alice arrives to an idle system at time 0. This job departs the system at time 1. In this time, suppose there are ν other jobs that arrive. Modelling a busy period as a branching process as shown in [26, Proposition 6-2], we have, d



B R R = 1 + B1R R + B2R R + . . . + BνR R ,



(37)



BiR R is i t h job



where, the duration of a busy period that is initiated from Alice. The MGF of B R R should satisfy by the RR the equation M R R (t) = e j t e−λ(M (t )−1) . Now consider a scheduling system that serves jobs from both Alice and the attacker, giving non-pre-emptive priority to jobs from the attacker. Recall that the attacker issues a new job every time unit. Also, the time it takes to serve a job from Alice is 1. Therefore, all the busy periods of this system end with a departure of a job from the attacker. Suppose that a busy period has ended at time 0. The next job from the attacker arrives exactly 1 time unit later. If there is an arrival from Alice in the meantime, a new busy period is initiated Pr, units of time. by that job, and lasts for a duration of B Alice Otherwise, at time 1, a new busy period is initiated by the Pr, incoming job from the attacker which lasts for B Bob units of Pr, Pr, time. Recall that B Alice and B Bob denote busy periods initiated . by a job from Alice and Bob, respectively. Let M Pr, Alice (t) = Pr, Pr, . Pr, (t) = E[e j t B Bob ] denote their moment E[e j t B Alice ] and M Bob generating functions. Consider a busy period that is initiated by a job from the attacker. When it is in service, which takes  amount of time, suppose ν B number of Alice’s jobs arrive. ν B is a Poisson Pr, random variable with parameter λ. The distributions of B Bob Pr, and B Alice are related by d



Pr, Pr, Pr, Pr, B Bob =  + B Alice 1 + B Alice 2 + . . . + B Alice ν B ,



(38)



Pr, where B Alice i is the duration of the busy period that is initiated by the i t h job from Alice. Now consider a busy period that



is initiated by a job from Alice. When it is in service, which takes 1 unit of time, suppose there are ν A other arrivals from Alice. ν A is a Poisson random variable with parameter λ. There is also one, and exactly one arrival from the attacker in this time. Therefore, d



Pr, Pr, Pr, Pr, Pr, B Alice = 1 + B Bob + B Alice 1 + B Alice 2 + . . . + B Alice ν A .



(39)
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From (38) and (39), we have



j t (+ B Pr, )  ∞ −λ  e (λ)k Alice i i=1 E e = k! k 



Pr, (t) M Bob



k=0



= e jt



∞ −λ  e (λ)k



k!



k=0



=e M Pr, Alice (t) =



j t  λ(M Pr, Alice (t )−1)



e



∞  k=0



=e



(40)



→0



k



j t (1+B Pr, +   Pr, B Alice ) e−λ (λ)k Bob i i=1 E e k!



Pr, = e j t M Bob (t) jt



k (M Pr, Alice (t))



∞ −λ  e (λ)k



k!



k (M Pr, Alice (t))



k=0 Pr, Pr, M Bob (t)eλ(M Alice (t )−1) .



(41)



Define Pr, (t), M Pr, F1 (, t, M Bob Alice (t)) Pr, = M Bob (t) − e j t  e



→0



A PPENDIX H P ROOF OF L EMMA 7 The sum of i.i.d. geometrically distributed random variables is a negative Binomial random variable [29]. Let (n) {Yi }i=0,1,2,... be a sequence of i.i.d. geometrically distributed random variables with parameter λn , i.e.,  l   Pr(Yi(n) = l) = λn 1 − λn , l = 0, 1, 2, . . .. Define



ns (n) .  (n) Yi . Then N˜ s = i=1



λ(M Pr, Alice (t )−1)



(42)



Pr, F2 (, t, M Bob (t), M Pr, Alice (t)) Pr,



Pr, jt λ(M Alice (t )−1) . = M Pr, Alice (t) − e M Bob (t)e



(43)



F1 = 0 and F2 = 0 give 2 implicit definitions of M Pr, Alice (t) Pr, M Bob (t) in terms of (, t). Next, we establish the continuity Pr, properties of M Pr, Alice (t) and M Bob (t). Pr, Theorem 6: The functions M Pr, Alice (t) and M Bob (t) are continuous functions of  and t, and in particular, Pr, R R (t). (t) = 1 and lim M Pr, lim M Bob Alice (t) = M



→0



are continuous and differentiable functions of the arguments  and t. The result follows. Therefore, in the limit when  goes to 0, a busy period initiated by an attacker’s job has MGF of 1, and one initiated by a job from Alice lasts for a random duration whose MGF is given by M R R (t). By Lévy’s continuity theorem, proved in [28, Th. 18.1], point-wise convergence of MGFs implies convergence of the corresponding CDFs. Therefore, Pr, d Pr, d = 0, and lim B Alice = B R R. lim B Bob



→0



Proof: Clearly, the functions F1 and F2 are continuous and differentiable functions of the arguments. Consider the point Pr, R R (t)). Note that (t), M Pr, (, t, M Bob Alice (t)) = (0, t, 1, M F1 (0, t, 1, M R R (t)) = 1 − 1 = 0,



(44)



and



     l + ns − 1 λ ns λ (n) ˜ Pr( Ns = l) = 1− n n l   l



ns l 1 l ns ns + ns − ns + o(n ) = l!n l  ns  ns ns λ × 1− λl . (46) n e−λs (λs)l (47) lim Pr( N˜ s(n) = l) = n→∞ l! For any finite integer k, and any 0 < t1 < t2 < . . . < tk , Pr( N˜ t(n) = l1 , N˜ t(n) = l2 , . . . , N˜ t(n) = lk ) 1 2 k (n) = Pr( N˜ t1 = l1 )



k  j =2



⎛ 



nt 1 



= Pr ⎝



⎞



Yi = l1 ⎠



F2 (0, t, 1, M



(t)) = M = 0,



RR



j t λ(M R R (t )−1)



(t) − e e



(45)



where (45) follows from Lemma 13. Pr, We wish to check the continuity of M Bob (t) and M Pr, Alice (t) around this point. To do so, we make use of implicit function theorem, given in [27, Sec. 8.5.4, Th. 1]. We evaluate the following Jacobian determinant     ∂ F1 ∂ F1    ∂M Pr, (t) ∂M Pr, (t)    Bob Alice   ∂ F2 ∂ F2      ∂M Pr, (t) ∂M Pr, (t)  Bob Alice (0,t,1,M R R (t ))     1 0   =  j t λ(M R R (t )−1) . R R j t λ( M (t )−1)  −e e 1 − λe e The determinant is equal to 1−λM R R (t) = 0. By the implicit Pr, function theorem, the functions M Bob (t) and M Pr, Alice (t)



k  j =2



i=1 RR



(n) (n) Pr( N˜ t j − N˜ t j −1 = l j − l j −1 )



⎛ Pr ⎝ 



nt j 







⎞ Yi = l j − l j −1 ⎠.



i= nt j −1 



(n) (n) (n) lim Pr( N˜ t1 = l1 , N˜ t2 = l2 , . . . , N˜ tk = lk ) n→∞ l −l  k e−λt1 (λt1 )l1  e−λ(t j −t j −1 ) λ(t j − t j −1 ) j j −1 = l1 ! (l j − l j −1 )!



= Pr(Nt1 = l1 )



j =2 k 



(48)



Pr(Nt j − Nt j −1 = l j − l j −1 )



j =2



= Pr(Nt1 = l1 , Nt2 = l2 , . . . , Ntk = lk ),



(49)
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